1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Facial emotions provide rich non-verbal information in real-time, and their correct interpretation is critical to participation in one\'s social environment ([@bb0090]). Facial emotion recognition (FER) deficits are evident and pervasive across various disorders in children; namely, psychiatric disorders (e.g., schizophrenia/psychosis, mood disorders and anxiety \[reviewed in [@bb0090]\]), neurodevelopmental disorders (e.g., autism \[[@bb0150]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0340]\] and ADHD - although the evidence is mixed \[[@bb0065]\]), neurological conditions (e.g., epilepsy \[[@bb0145]\]), and acquired brain disorders (e.g., traumatic brain injury \[[@bb0240]\] and brain tumours \[[@bb0055]\]). FER deficits have been proposed to perpetuate the challenges with social relationships that individuals with many of these disorders experience ([@bb0090]). Facial emotions provide bi-directional information between individuals, and FER errors can result in miscommunications about intentions and reactions; thus, the ability to recognize facial emotions is thought to be required for effective social participation ([@bb0250]). Factors that contribute to FER remain poorly understood in children, yet their identification is necessary in the effort to mitigate the deleterious effects of FER deficits.

Here, we consider three factors that may contribute to FER: visual attention, brain structure and general cognitive function. Children treated for tumours that arise in the posterior fossa (PF) of the brain may provide insight on how FER is disrupted; this clinical population has a documented FER deficit ([@bb0055]) and they experience: 1) attention problems, 2) altered brain structure (i.e., white matter \[WM\] and cerebellar damage), and 3) cognitive deficits (reviewed in [@bb0265]).

Children treated for brain tumours may experience FER deficits for a number of reasons. First, they may not effectively attend to visual stimuli such as the information present in faces, including emotion. To evaluate visual attention, we recorded participant\'s eye-movements while they performed a FER task. Visual information is perceived primarily by fixating on regions of interest; multiple times every second, a viewer selects, via a saccadic movement, a region for perceptual and cognitive processing ([@bb0175]). Measuring eye-movements has been shown to be reliable index of visual attention ([@bb0140]). Second, alterations to their brain structure may contribute to FER deficits. Studies in adults with brain lesions, traumatic brain injury (reviewed in [@bb0360]) and healthy adults ([@bb0085]) suggest the following WM tracts are associated with FER: the inferior-frontal occipital fasciculus (IFOF) and the inferior-longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), tracts that connect the occipital cortex to the orbitofrontal cortex and anterior temporal lobe respectively, and the uncinate fasciculus (UF), tracts that connect the anterior temporal lobe to the orbitofrontal cortex ([@bb0075]). Analogous studies are lacking in children; thus, we associated FER abilities with microstructure of ILF, IFOF and UF. We also took an unbiased approach to consider the relations between FER and WM throughout the entire brain. We used diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), a technique that generates quantifiable indices based on the directionality and displacement of water that are thought to reflect WM organization ([@bb0030]; [@bb0200]). Fractional anisotropy (FA) reflects the direction of principal diffusion, and is though to reflect functionally relevant properties of WM microstructure ([@bb0040]). Radial diffusivity (RD), also referred to as perpendicular diffusion, is thought to reflect myelin architecture ([@bb0320], [@bb0330]). The cerebellum has also been implicated in emotion recognition (reviewed in [@bb0080]), and it is important for oculomotor control ([@bb0045]); thus we evaluated grey and white matter volumes in the cerebellum. Lastly, general cognitive problems in children treated for PF tumours may be a contributing factor to FER deficits. General cognitive ability correlates positively with FER in typically developing children ([@bb0215]) as does theory of mind (ToM); the ability to perspective-take and infer mental states and behaviours of others ([@bb0225]; [@bb0100]). To evaluate general cognitive function, we administered an abbreviated intelligence test ([@bb0365]) and two ToM measures ([@bb0190]; [@bb0120]). Given that FER deficits can contribute to social problems, we also evaluated parent-reported social functioning in our sample.

In this study, we evaluated if visual attention, brain structure and general cognitive function contribute to FER in typically developing children and children treated for PF tumours, aged 8--17 years. Throughout this age range, eye-movement control improves ([@bb0230]), WM is actively maturing ([@bb0220]), and improvements in ToM ([@bb0195]) and FER ([@bb0180]) abilities are evident. Given that these measures have developmental trajectories, it was important to control for age where appropriate. To our knowledge, microstructure of the ILF, IFOF and UF have not yet been associated with FER abilities in children. It is important to consider that established associations between brain structure and behavioural outcomes in adults may not be directly applicable to children or to pediatric clinical populations. However, given that the uninjured brain is on a developmental trajectory towards that of the adult brain, it is possible that WM tracts in children subserve the same function as adults. In contrast, children with brain injury may experience an altered developmental trajectory, and unique associations between brain structure and behavioural outcomes may result. It is thus critical to evaluate the associations between FER abilities and WM microstructure of pathways that have been implicated in FER in adults, both in typically developing children, and in children with brain injury.

We began by evaluating how visual attention, brain structure and general cognitive function differed in our typically developing and clinical sample. Next, we tested variations of a model to evaluate the relations between these factors, and to examine if they predicted FER. We expected that: 1) the WM tracts associated with FER in adults would be implicated in FER abilities in all children, 2) medical variables associated with treatment for PF tumours would have direct and indirect effects on FER, via WM tracts known to be involved in FER, and potentially also through its effects on visual attention and general cognitive function. Given that visual attention and general cognitive function may be influenced by WM microstructure, these factors were also considered as mediators between WM and FER. The full model structure, and all paths tested, are provided in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A (top panel). Next, we tested variations on this model as secondary exploratory analyses; this was done to evaluate if WM damage throughout the brain (i.e., on a voxelwise basis) or damage to the cerebellum (i.e., cerebellar grey and WM volumes), instead of the abovementioned WM tracts, contribute to FER. If certain factors predict FER deficits in our clinical sample, we may acquire unique insights into the pathology associated with FER deficits experienced by children with various developmental and clinical disorders alike.Fig. 1Our PLS path models designed to test if visual attention, brain structure and general cognitive function contribute to FER. A, The full model structure, showing all paths tested. We predicted that age and medical variables will have direct and indirect effects on the number of FER errors, through visual attention (i.e., eye-tracking), brain structure (differs according to model tested) and general cognitive function (i.e., theory of mind and/or IQ) processes. B-E, four PLS path models tested with only the significant paths and standardized path coefficients shown. Indicators that contribute to the latent constructs remain unchanged in all models, except for those that contribute to the brain structure latent construct, as follows: *B, model 1:* 1--4 = FA and RD of the left and right IFOF; 5--8 = FA and RD of the left and right ILF; 9--10 = RD of the left and right UF. *C, model 2:* 11--14: FA and RD of the left and right CST. *D, model 2:* 15--16: FA ad RD from voxels that differed significantly between patients and healthy controls in the 2-group TBSS analysis. *E, model 4:*17--20: cerebellar grey and WM volume in left and right hemisphere. NPS = neurological predictor scale; ToM = theory of mind; EEFT = emotional and emotive faces task; IQ = intelligence quotient; DANVA2 = diagnostic analysis of nonverbal accuracy.Fig. 1

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

Fifty-four youth between the ages of 8 and 17 completed this study; 36 children treated for PF tumours (17 patients treated with surgery with or without chemotherapy, and 19 patients treated with surgery, chemotherapy and radiation) at the Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids; Toronto, Canada) and 18 healthy control children. 6 participants did not undergo MRI, but completed all other components of the study. Participant demographic and medical variables are summarized in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. Five controls were siblings of PF tumour patients who completed the present study, and another five controls were siblings of brain tumour patients who participated in other studies at the hospital (i.e., non-PF tumour patients). Thus, 10/18 (56%) of our control sample was related to brain tumour patients. All patients were \> 1 year post diagnosis and had completed all therapy. Patients were excluded from participation if they had premorbid neurological disorders, or if they were receiving palliative care. Healthy controls were (self-described as) free of all neurological or clinical disorders. Patients were informed of this study via mailed letters, and/or were approached during their routine clinic visits when applicable. Healthy controls were either recruited from the community, were siblings of patients, or family members of SickKids staff. This study was approved by the hospital\'s Research Ethics Board. Prior to participation, parents provided written informed consent and children provided assent. When deemed capable to do so, participants (typically adolescents) provided their own written consent.Table 1Participant characteristics and patient treatment information.Table 1Healthy controlSurgeryRadiation*p* value*n* = 18*n* = 17*n* = 19Sex (male)612110.08Average parental education (years)0.10 Mean17.7216.6615.67 Standard deviation3.062.562.18 Range12.5--23.513.0--23.012.0--20.0Age at assessment (years)0.09 Mean12.2912.7414.13 Standard deviation2.443.132.21 Range8.1--16.78.3--17.98.3--16.7MRI scan (3 T)1714170.52Age at diagnosis (years)--0.26 Mean--6.237.43 Standard deviation--3.652.59 Range--1.8--15.43.0--12.2Time since diagnosis (years)--0.97 Mean--6.666.70 Standard deviation--2.972.97 Range--1.4--11.31.3--11.4Tumour size (mm^2^)[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}--0.54 Mean--2124.291883.44 Standard deviation--1208.86916.86 Range--506--4800624--3996Tumour type--\< 0.001 Medulloblastoma (average risk)--111 Medulloblastoma (high risk)--14 Ependymoma--14 Pilocytic astrocytoma--130 Cribriform neuroepithelial Tumour--10Tumour location within the posterior fossa--0.08 Midline--916 Left hemispheric--20 Right hemispheric--52 Unavailable--11Gross total resection (\> 95% of tumour resected)--13160.43Hydrocephalus-- No Hydrocephalus--610.03 Hydrocephalus with no treatment (resolved)--550.56 Hydrocephalus requiring CSF diversion (EVD, shunt, ventriculostomy)--6120.09Mutism following surgery[b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}--370.18Neurological complications-- Cranial nerve deficit--150.12 Hearing Loss--280.37 Meningitis--020.27 Motor deficits (ataxia, dysmetria, dysdiadochkinesia)--6190.02 Visual impairment (Nystagmus; diplopia)--7100.36Recurrence--0.45 01514 124 201Number of surgeries--0.24 1--1614 2--14 3+--01Radiation type--\< 0.001 None--170 Focal (5400--5940 cGy)--03 Reduced dose Cranial-Spinal (2340 cGy) + TB Boost (3240 cGy)--011 Standard dose Cranial-Spinal (2340--3600 cGy) + TB or PF Boost (1800--3240 cGy)--05Chemotherapy--0.01 None--125 ACNS0332 (carboplatin, cyclophosphamide, vincristine,\
cisplatin, isotretinoin)--01 COG9961 (vincristine, lomustine, cisplatin)--02 COG99703 (thiotepa, carboplatin)21 Head Start II (vincristine, cisplatin, cyclophosphamide, etoposide, methotrexate)--10 POG9631 (etoposide, cisplatin, cyclophosphamide, vincristine)--01 SJMB96 & SJMB03 (vincristine, cisplatin, cyclophosphamide)--09 Vinblastine monotherapy--20[^1][^2]

2.2. Patient treatment information {#s0020}
----------------------------------

All patients had surgical intervention for their PF tumours, and a subset of patients received chemotherapy with or without radiation. We divided our patient sample into two groups - patients who received radiation and patients who did not (herein referred to as radiation and surgery groups, respectively). In the radiation group, patients treated with photon beam CSI received either standard (3060--3940 centigray (cGy)) or reduced (1800--2340 cGy) dose, and a boost to the tumour bed, whereas patients treated with focal radiation received 5400--5940 cGy to their tumour site. Medical variables for these two treatment groups are summarized in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. The patient groups did not differ on most medical variables, except that the radiation group had fewer patients without hydrocephalus (*p* = .03, Fisher\'s exact test), and more patients with motor deficits (*p* = .02, Fisher\'s exact test). The only other differences between the groups arose from factors that determined their groupings; namely, patients in the radiation group were diagnosed with metastatic PF tumours (either medulloblastoma or ependymoma), whereas patients in the surgery group were primarily diagnosed with benign PF tumours (most commonly pilocytic astrocytoma), or patients were younger than 3 years at diagnosis and consequently did not receive radiation (*p* \< .0001, Fisher\'s exact test). Moreover, the chemotherapy protocols (*p* = .01, Fisher\'s exact test) and the radiation type differed between groups (p \< .0001, Fisher\'s exact test).

2.3. FER: diagnostic analysis of nonverbal accuracy (DANVA2) task {#s0025}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To assess FER, all participants completed the DANVA2, a computerized task using 48 photographs of males and females (24 children and 24 adults) ([@bb0035]). Participants were asked to look at each photograph and to decide if the individual felt happy, sad, angry, or fearful (scared). Each photograph was displayed on the screen, along with four response boxes indicating the emotions to choose from. The photograph remained on the screen for 2000 ms, whereas the response boxes remained on the screen until a decision about the emotion was made. In order for eye-movements to be recorded during this task (to assess visual attention), an eye-tracking version of the DANVA2 task was created, using the raw images from the original computer program ([@bb0035]).

2.4. Visual attention {#s0030}
---------------------

*Eye-tracking apparatus and setup for DANVA2 task.*

Eye movements were recorded throughout the entire DANVA2 task using a SR Research Ltd. Eyelink 1000 plus (Mississauga, Canada) eye-tracking desktop monocular system. The right eye was tracked in all except 9% (*n* = 5) participants, where poor calibration with the right eye prompted a switch to tracking the left eye instead. A sampling rate of 500 Hz and a spatial resolution of 0.01° was used. A 9-point calibration was performed prior to the experiment, and was successfully achieved for all participants. Images were displayed on a 14.5 × 12.5 in. LCD monitor with a 1280 × 1024 pixel resolution. Photographs displaying facial emotions were 1425 × 810 pixels in size, and response boxes listing the emotions were 173 × 53 pixels in size. Given that damage to the cerebellum can cause visual impairments, interest areas for eye-tracking analysis were deliberately kept large by placing them around the entire photograph; this approach was taken to avoid small alterations in eye position spatial resolution from obscuring our results. Participants were seated 26 in. from the monitor and a chin rest was used to limit head movements. The experiment was built using the Experiment Builder software provided with the SR Research Ltd. eye-tracker. Measures of visual attention included the number of fixations, and total time spent looking at the photograph (i.e., total dwell time) during the FER task; eye-tracking measures that have been utilized to evaluate gaze patterns when viewing emotional images ([@bb0070]).

2.5. Brain structure {#s0040}
--------------------

### 2.5.1. Neuroimaging protocol {#s0045}

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) was performed at SickKids using a Siemens 3 T whole-body MRI scanner (Prisma fit) with a 12-channel head coil. Imaging included a T1 AX 3D MPRAGE Grappa 2 protocol (T1 = 900 ms, TE/TR = 3.83/2300 ms, 160 contiguous axial slices, flip angle = 9°, 256 × 224 matrix, FOV = 256x224mm, voxel size = 1 mm ISO) and diffusion-weighted single shot spin echo DTI sequence with EPI readout (30 directions, b = 1000s/mm^2^, TE/TR = 90/9000 ms, 70 contiguous axial slices, flip angle = 90°, 122 × 122 matrix interpolated to 244 × 244, FOV = 244x244mm, voxel size = 2 mm ISO, interpolated to 1x1x2mm).

### 2.5.2. MRI pre-processing {#s0050}

Cortical reconstruction and volumetric segmentation of the anatomical T1 images was performed with the FreeSurfer image analysis suite, as documented online (<http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/>), and we parcellated the cortex into 164 brain regions using a well-validated cortical atlas ([@bb0160]; [@bb0130]). Although the utility of this parcellation was primarily for the additional processing steps detailed below, cerebellar grey and WM volumes from this parcellation were included in our analysis. Diffusion weighted images (DWI) were denoised, eddy current corrected for current distortions, motion corrected and bias corrected to correct B1 field inhomogeneities, using MRTrix3 package ([www.mrtrix.org](http://www.mrtrix.org){#ir0010}). All DWI images were non-linearly registered to T1 (Talairach) space, using ANTs ([@bb0025]). The automated cortical reconstruction and volumetric segmentation steps were not successful in 3 patients, likely as a result of their atypical anatomy (enlarged ventricles and lack of an intact cerebellum); they were not included in the probabilistic tractography analyses as a result.

### 2.5.3. Probabilistic tractography {#s0055}

Fibre orientation distributions (FOD) were estimated using a constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) model ([@bb0350]), DTI index maps (FA and RD) were created, and whole-brain probabilistic tractography was performed between all 164 cortical regions detailed above, using the MRTrix3 package ([www.mrtrix.org](http://www.mrtrix.org){#ir0015}). Initially, 100 million streamlines were generated; these were filtered to 20 million streamlines using the spherical-deconvolution informed filtering of tractograms (SIFT) algorithm ([@bb0315]) to improve the fit between the FOD and number of streamlines in every voxel.

To reconstruct the IFOF, ILF, UF and CST from the whole brain probabilistic tractography, we identified anterior and posterior cortical termination points for each tract based on previously published reports ([@bb0355]; [@bb0270]; [@bb0305]; [@bb0170]; [@bb0210]). Cortical regions from the atlas that corresponded to termination points for each tract were combined to create anterior and posterior ROIs ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). For each tract in each hemisphere, a waypoint of identical size was placed in the same location on each participant\'s FA image ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} & [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). To confirm that tracts were reconstructed appropriately, they were qualitatively compared to tracts published in an atlas ([@bb0075]). The total number of streamlines contributing to each reconstructed tract, as provided by MRTrix3, were recorded.Table 2Regions of interest (ROIs) from the automated cortical and subcortical parcellation that were combined to create custom anterior, posterior, and waypoint ROIs to reconstruct the ILF, IFOF, UF and CST from the whole-brain probabilistic tractography.Table 2TractAnterior ROIPosterior ROIWaypoints/exclusionsCombination of ROIs from automated cortical and subcortical parcellationIFOFInferior frontal gyrus (pars opercularis, pars triangularis and pars orbitalis)Inferior occipital gyrus and sulcusA rectangular ROI was placed over the most ventral portion of the external capsule (spanning 5 axial, 10 coronal, and 10 sagittal slices; volume = 500 mm^3^)Middle occipital gyrusLingual gyrusMiddle frontal gyrus and sulcusSuperior parietal lobuleSnterior transverse temporal gyrusOrbital gyri and sulciTemporal plane of the superior temporal gyrusFronto-marginal gyrus and sulcusOccipital poleCuneusTransverse frontopolar gyri and sulciLateral occipito-temporal gyrus (fusiform gyrus)Angular gyrusILFAnterior transverse temporal gyrusSuperior occipital gyrusThe first slice of the rectangular ROI was placed in the most posterior coronal slice where the temporal lobe was not attached to the frontal lobe (spanning 5 coronal, 15 sagittal, and 15 axial slices; volume = 1125 mm^3^)Middle occipital gyrusSuperior temporal gyrus (lateral aspect, planum polare and temporal plane)Lateral occipito-temporal gyrus (fusiform gyrus)CuneusMiddle temporal gyrusLingual gyrusOccipital poleInferior temporal gyrusParahippocampal gyrusTemporal poleUFInferior frontal gyrus (pars opercularis, pars triangularis and pars orbitalis)Temporal poleA rectangular ROI was placed where the 'elbow' of the UF is located (spanning 5 coronal, 10 axial and 10 sagittal slices; volume = 500 mm^3^).Superior temporal gyrus (lateral aspect, planum polare)Inferior temporal gyrusAn exclusion mask ROI that covered the entire cerebral hemisphere was placed on the first coronal slice posterior to the amygdalaOrbital gyri and sulciMiddle temporal gyrusParahippocampal gyrusStraight gyrusLateral occipito-temporal gyrus (fusiform gyrus)Suborbital sulcusAmgydalaFronto-marginal gyrusTransverse frontopolar gyri and sulciCST (control tract)Precentral gyrusA rectangular ROI was placed over the cerebral peduncle (spanning 5 coronal, 15 axial and 15 sagittal slices; volume = 1125 mm^3^).Two exclusion masks were created:\
1) A single ROI that covered the entire cerebral hemisphere was placed in the midline, in the sagittal place2) A single ROI that covered the entire brainstem was placed in the axial viewFig. 2Examples of the reconstructed WM tracts from a single healthy control participant. Streamlines are overlaid on the FA map and shown in axial, coronal and sagittal planes for: all WM tracts shown together, the inferior frontal occipital fasciculus (IFOF), inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), uncinate fasciculus (UF), and corticospinal tract (CST). Colors of the streamlines represent the fibre orientations: red = medial-lateral; green = anterior-posterior; blue = dorsal-ventral. *Right panel:* the anterior, posterior and waypoint regions of interest (ROIs) used to reconstruct these tracts from the whole-brain probabilistic tractography. White lines indicate exclusion mask placement. For the IFOF, ILF, and UF: green = right anterior ROI; yellow = left anterior ROI; red = right posterior ROI; blue = left posterior ROI. For the CST: blue = right ROI; purple = left ROI. For all tracts: purple = right waypoint; orange = left waypoint. L = left; R = right; A = anterior; P = posterior. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 2

To obtain mean FA and RD along the reconstructed tracts, each tract was made into a mask that was then binarized (thresholded at 0.01), and multiplied by the individual\'s FA and RD images. We limited our analyses to FA and RD, as these indices differed most robustly between patients and healthy controls in our previous study ([@bb0255]). Examples of the reconstructed tracts, from a single healthy control participant, are shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}.

### 2.5.4. Tract based spatial statistics (TBSS) {#s0060}

Voxelwise analyses were conducted with TBSS ([@bb0310]). All participants\' FA data were aligned into a common space (MNI152; Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill, Canada) using the nonlinear registration tool FNIRT ([@bb0015], [@bb0020]). Then, a cross-subject mean FA image was created and used to generate a 'skeleton' FA map representing the center common to all tracts, thresholded at FA \> 0.20. Finally, participant-specific FA and RD maps were aligned with the skeleton, and values along the width of each tract were considered in the cross-subject voxelwise statistics.

2.6. General cognitive function {#s0065}
-------------------------------

### 2.6.1. Theory of mind (ToM) {#s0070}

Two measures were used to assess ToM. (i) The ability to perspective-take in emotional contexts was measured with a shortened (10-question; score range: 0--40) version of the 25-question Emotional and Emotive Faces task (EEFT) ([@bb0115], [@bb0120]). In this task, participants were read short narratives about a child, and were then asked to indicate: 1) which emotion the child in the story actually feels (emotion identification), and 2) which emotion the child in the story would deliberately choose to express socially (emotive communication). Participants selected the emotion from a board containing 11 drawings of 6 emotions (happy, sad, angry, scared, yucky and neutral), of varying intensity (e.g., very happy, a little bit happy), and this yielded a Feel Inside score (how well they identified the real emotion), Look on Face (how well they identified the concealed emotion) and Concealment (for correctly identifying the reason for concealing the emotion). This task evaluates a child\'s understanding of, and ability to distinguish between, real emotions, and emotions that are expressed for social purposes. (ii) A parent questionnaire designed to examine a child\'s ToM capabilities by proxy, the ToM Inventory (ToMI), consisting of 42 items (score range: 0--840; Cronbach\'s α = 0.98) ([@bb0190]), was also used. This measure yields three subscales: early, basic and advanced ToM. These subscales capture a child\'s ability to read affect and share attention (early), make use of mental representations and acknowledge them as such (basic), and use complex recursion and to understand that the mind is an active interpreter (advanced) ([@bb0190]).

### 2.6.2. Intelligence {#s0075}

The vocabulary and matrix reasoning subtests from the Weschler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI-II) ([@bb0365]) were used to obtain an estimate of intellectual functioning (IQ).

2.7. Social functioning {#s0080}
-----------------------

The Child Behaviour Checklist (CBCL) ([@bb0005]), a parent-report measure designed to evaluate a child\'s social, academic, behavioural and emotional functioning, was used. The social problems subscale from the CBCL consisted of 11 items (score range: 0--22; Cronbach\'s α = 0.82) ([@bb0010]) and was utilized to capture social functioning in the current study. The parent version of the Conners-3 ([@bb0095]) to assess ADHD symptoms; it\'s peer relations subscale consisted of 6 items (score range: 0--18; Cronbach\'s α = 0.85) ([@bb0165]) and was used to capture an additional aspect of social functioning.

2.8. Analytic plan {#s0085}
------------------

First, we examined how our measures of visual attention, brain structure and general cognitive function differed between our typically developing and clinical samples. We then tested a model to evaluate the relations among these measures, and examined if they predicted FER. Our primary analyses were conducted to test the hypothesis that treatment for PF tumours would be associated with damage to the ILF, IFOF and UF, and that this would negatively influence FER abilities. In this model we also evaluated if disrupted visual attention and general cognitive function negatively influenced FER abilities. Our secondary analyses were exploratory; we tested variations on the same model to evaluate if WM damage more broadly (i.e., on a voxelwise basis), or damage to the cerebellum (i.e., cerebellar grey and WM volumes), instead of the abovementioned WM tracts, or contribute to patients\' FER deficit. Age was included as a covariate in analyses for all measures that did not yield age-normalized scores. All analyses were corrected for multiple comparisons with Bonferroni correction.

### 2.8.1. FER {#s0090}

Number of errors on the DANVA2 task were compared between healthy control, surgery and radiation groups using an analysis of variance (ANOVA), controlling for age. Performance on the DANVA2 task is herein referred to as FER. The following are factors that may contribute to FER:

#### 2.8.1.1. Visual attention {#s0095}

We compared the number of fixations, and total time spent looking at the photograph (i.e., total dwell time) during the FER task, between healthy control, surgery and radiation groups using a multivariate ANOVA (MANOVA), as these eye-tracking metrics are non-orthogonal. The number of fixations and dwell time on trials judged correctly vs. incorrectly, within and between groups, were evaluated with repeated measures ANOVAs; this analysis was conducted solely to investigate if the photographs judged incorrectly were viewed differently from those judged correctly, both within and across groups. Age was included as a covariate in all analyses.

#### 2.8.1.2. Brain structure {#s0100}

##### 2.8.1.2.1. Planned analysis {#s0105}

***Probabilistic Tractography**:* For each reconstructed WM tract (ILF, IFOF, UF and CST), two MANOVAs were conducted to compare: i) FA and RD in each hemisphere, and ii) streamline counts in each hemisphere, between healthy control, surgery and radiation groups, controlling for age. In each group, a series of partial correlations were conducted between FA/RD and FER, for each WM tract in each hemisphere, controlling for age. Given that 16 separate correlations were conducted, results were false discovery rate (FDR) corrected at q = 0.1.

##### 2.8.1.2.2. Exploratory analyses {#s0110}

***Voxelwise analyses*:** TBSS controls for family-wise errors using a permutation methodology. The null distribution of the cluster-size statistic was built up over 5000 random permutations. Cluster size was thresholded at *p* \< .05, which is fully corrected for multiple comparisons. First, we evaluated voxels that differed between healthy controls and all patients considered together, as well as between the healthy control, surgery and radiation groups considered separately. Next, we assessed if any voxels throughout the brain correlated with FER, in healthy control and all patients considered together, and between healthy control and patient groups considered separately. Age was included as a covariate in all analyses. A mask was made for each significant cluster of \>100 voxels, and the anatomic extent of each was labelled with reference to the JHU White-Matter Tractography Atlases ([@bb0185]).

***Cerebellar volume:*** grey and WM cerebellar volumes in each hemisphere, normalized to intracranial volume (ICV) (i.e., divided by the total ICV and multiplied by 100), were compared between healthy control, surgery and radiation groups using a MANOVA, controlling for age.

#### 2.8.1.3. General cognitive function {#s0115}

***Intelligence*:** Age-standardized scores from the WASI-II (2-subtest IQ) were compared between the healthy control, surgery and radiation groups using an ANOVA.

***Theory of Mind*:** Performance on the ToM task (EEFT and ToMI) measures were compared between the healthy control, surgery and radiation groups using a MANOVA, controlling for age. A MANOVA was used because several scores across and within these two ToM measures were significantly correlated, at *r* \> 0.27*, p \<* .05, as follows: Feel Inside was correlated with Concealment, EEFT Total Score, Basic ToM and Advanced ToM; Look on Face was correlated with EEFT Total Score; Concealment was correlated with EEFT Total Score; EEFT was correlated with Advanced ToM; Early ToM was correlated with Advanced ToM; Basic ToM was correlated with Advanced ToM.

### 2.8.2. Social functioning {#s0120}

Age-standardized scores from the CBCL (the social problems subscale) and Conners-3 (peer relations subscale) were compared between the healthy control, surgery and radiation groups, using a MANOVA, because scores from these two measures were significantly correlated, *r* = 0.62*, p \<* .001.

In order to extend our analyses from descriptive to that of causality, we conducted PLS path modeling, as follows:

### 2.8.3. Model testing {#s0125}

PLS Path Modeling was performed in R (version 3.3.2), using PLSpm, with 5000 bootstraps ([@bb0290]). In all models, we began by testing the accuracy of the model as follows: 1) we examined the relationship between the latent constructs and their associated measures (i.e., loading). 2) We assessed how well each measure corresponded to their latent constructs using Dillon--Goldstein\'s rho. 3) We evaluated the discriminant validity of the model by confirming that cross-loadings for each measure were larger for measures contained in its own latent construct than for cross-loadings with measures belonging to other latent constructs. To assess the quality of the structural model, we evaluated: 1) the significance of the regression paths (*t*-test), 2) R^2^ coefficients of the endogenous variables, with values \<0.2 considered low, and values between 0.2 and 0.5 considered moderate, 3) the average variance extracted (AVE) and 4) goodness-of-fit (GoF), the geometric mean of the average communality and average R^2^. GoF values \>0.36 were considered a good fit ([@bb0345]), and bootstrap confidence intervals for path weights and R^2^ did not contain zero. PLS path modeling cannot accommodate missing data; thus, participants without MRI data, and/or with missing parent-questionnaire data, were excluded from path analyses (final *n* = 42).

In light of our smaller sample size for the PLS analysis, and the heterogeneity of treatment within our surgery and radiation groups, we elected to characterize our participants along a continuum of treatment type, intensity, complications and time (herein referred to as "medical variables"). We used information from 3 of the 4 domains from the Neurological Predictor Scale (NPS) ([@bb0245]); for each participant, scores on the surgery, chemotherapy and radiation domains were calculated and summed (NPS score range = 0--7). We created a composite score to capture post-surgical details by attributing each of the following a value of 1: presence of hydrocephalus requiring CSF diversion, cerebellar mutism, and any post-surgical complication (i.e., experiencing any one, or any combination of the following, would yield a score of 1: motor deficits, cranial nerve deficit, visual impairment and hearing impairment) (post-surgical details score range = 0--3). Thus, healthy control participants always scored 0, whereas a patient with a score of 10 on the combined NPS and post-surgical detail score would have received maximal therapy, and experienced considerable post-surgical complications; namely, they would have undergone multiple surgeries, received chemotherapy, craniospinal radiation, developed hydrocephalus that required CSF diversion, cerebellar mutism, and had at least one other post-surgical complication. As it is well documented that some deficits experienced by PF tumour patients, such as cognitive problems, become more apparent over time, time since diagnosis was also included as a medical variable ([@bb0260]).

***Model testing, primary analyses**:* we hypothesized that the medical variables associated with treatment for PF tumours, would have direct and indirect effects on FER via WM tracts known to be involved in FER (IFOF, ILF, UF *-- model 1*; [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B), but not our control tract (CST *- model 2*; [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}C), and potentially also through its effects on visual attention (i.e., eye-movements), and general cognitive function (i.e., ToM and IQ). The full model structure, and all paths tested, are provided in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A (top panel).

***Model testing, secondary analyses:*** The PLS path models were unchanged from the primary analyses except that the WM tracts were replaced with: FA/RD from voxels that differed significantly between patients and healthy controls in the 2-group TBSS analysis (*model 3*; [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}D), and cerebellar grey and WM volumes (*model 4*; [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}E). The full model structure, and all paths tested, are provided in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A (bottom panel).

3. Results {#s0130}
==========

3.1. FER {#s0135}
--------

**Patients make more errors than healthy controls.** Errors on the DANVA2 task differed between healthy controls (mean = 7.58, SD = 3.78) and patients (mean = 10.67, SD = 3.92), (F(1,51) = 8.11, *p* \< .01, η^2^~p~ = 0.14). The three groups differed in FER errors on the DANVA2 task (F(2,50) = 4.03, *p* = .02, η^2^~p~ = 0.14; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A). Both the radiation and surgery groups made more errors than the healthy control group; the radiation group differed significantly (*p* = .04, \[CI~95~: −6.69, −0.13\]; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A) from controls, whereas the surgery group approached significance (*p* = .08, \[CI~95~: −0.22, 6.26\]; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A). The following are factors that may contribute to FER:Fig. 3Behavioural and eye-tracking results from the DANVA2. Boxplots showing all data points with the median (black line) in healthy control, surgery and radiation groups for: A, The total number of FER errors (\[Healthy control: Mean = 7.83, SD = 3.78\]; \[Surgery: Mean = 10.71, SD = 2.82\]; \[Radiation: Mean = 10.63, SD = 4.78\]). B, The total number of fixations made on the photograph (\[Healthy control: Mean = 5.44, SD = 0.83\]; \[Surgery: Mean = 5.49, SD = 0.88\]; \[Radiation: Mean = 4.75, SD = 0.95\]). C, The total time spent looking at the photographs (i.e., total dwell time) (\[Healthy control: Mean = 1564.59, SD = 132.82\]; \[Surgery: Mean = 1501.02, SD = 199.15\]; \[Radiation: Mean = 1471.23, SD = 160.24\]). \* *p* \< .05.Fig. 3

### 3.1.1. Visual attention {#s0140}

**The radiation group processes the photographs less extensively, but all groups appear to be attending to the photographs.** The groups differed in visual attention (number of fixations and total dwell time) (F(2,50) = 3.67, p \< .01, η^2^~p~ = 0.14). The radiation group made fewer fixations on the photographs than the healthy control group (*p =* .03, \[CI~95~: 0.07, 1.57\]; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}B) and surgery group (*p* = .02, \[CI~95~: 0.09, 1.58\]; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}B). The radiation group also had a lower total dwell time on the photographs than the healthy control group (p = .02, \[CI~95~: 19.33, 272.99\]; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}C), but not the surgery group (*p =* .41, \[CI~95~: −48.95, 201.42\]; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}C). The number of fixations and total dwell time did not differ when viewing photographs that were judged incorrectly vs. correctly, in any group (all F(2,50) \< 0.41, all *p* \> .05, all η^2^~p~ \< 0.02); [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A-B). Overall, all participants made more fixations on trials that were judged incorrectly vs. correctly (*p* = .05, η^2^~p~ = 0.08), even though the total dwell time did not differ (*p =* .13, η^2^~p~ = 0.05). Heat maps provide a summary of the fixations made across participants in each group, for each trial; visual inspection of these heat maps revealed that participants in all groups spent most of their time attending to the face when judging the emotion depicted in the photograph (one trial is shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}C).Fig. 4Eye-tracking results from the DANVA2. A-B. Boxplots showing all data points with the median (black line) in healthy control, surgery and radiation groups for: A, The total number of fixations made on the photograph on correct and incorrect trials. B, The total time spent looking at the photographs (i.e., total dwell time) on correct and incorrect trials. C. Heat maps summarizing the fixations made across all individuals in each group, on a single DANVA2 trial. Warmer colors reflect longer fixations made at that location. The upper limit of the heat map legend reflects the longest fixation made, and this was unique to each group. Visual inspection reveals that individuals in all three groups spent most of their time attending to the face when judging the emotion depicted in the photograph. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 4

### 3.1.2. Brain structure {#s0145}

#### 3.1.2.1. Planned analyses {#s0150}

##### 3.1.2.1.1. Probabilistic tractography {#s0155}

**The IFOF, ILF, UF and CST do not differ between healthy control and patient groups.** FA and RD did not differ between healthy control and patients groups, in either hemisphere, in any WM tract evaluated (all F(4,39) \< 1.93, all *p* \> .05, all η^2^~p~ \< 0.09; [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}), and neither did streamline count (all F(2,41) \< 3.14, all p \> .05, all η^2^~p~ \< 0.12; [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}).Table 3FA, RD and streamline count for the left and right ILF, IFOF, UF, CST, in addition to grey and WM volumes of the cerebellum, in healthy control, surgery and radiation groups.Table 3Healthy controlSurgeryRadiationF valuep valueη^2^~p~IFOFFALeft0.474 (0.019)0.469 (0.021)0.474 (0.020)0.340.710.02Right0.477 (0.020)0.475 (0.021)0.477 (0.025)0.090.91\< 0.01RDLeft0.00058 (0.00002)0.00060 (0.00004)0.00059 (0.00004)1.560.220.07Right0.00058 (0.00003)0.00060 (0.00003)0.00058 (0.00005)1.320.280.06Streamline countLeft22.12 (15.374)21.46 (16.071)21.93 (18.258)0.020.98\< 0.01Right26.71 (24.443)27.62 (14.327)32.20 (21.492)0.090.92\< 0.01  ILFFALeft0.427 (0.027)0.424 (0.021)0.430 (0.029)0.190.83\< 0.01Right0.432 (0.024)0.426 (0.027)0.430 (0.029)0.330.720.02RDLeft0.00062 (0.00003)0.00064 (0.00003)0.00063 (0.00005)1.490.240.07Right0.00062 (0.00003)0.00064 (0.00004)0.00063 (0.00005)1.920.160.09Streamline countLeft195.88 (112.055)129.31 (60.289)122.20 (60.521)3.130.050.12Right189.12 (118.137)145.54 (54.428)184.07 (109.852)0.760.470.04  UFFALeft0.409 (0.013)0.406 (0.020)0.405 (0.026)0.180.83\< 0.01Right0.394 (0.012)0.397 (0.029)0.389 (0.025)0.650.530.03RDLeft0.00062 (0.00002)0.00063 (0.00002)0.00062 (0.00003)0.830.440.04Right0.00063 (0.00001)0.00063 (0.00003)0.00063 (0.00003)0.240.790.01Streamline countLeft138.59 (89.348)130.08 (115.008)127.67 (101.384)0.290.750.01Right346.53 (217.386)365.77 (156.084)305.87 (164.237)0.560.580.03  CSTFALeft0.512 (0.025)0.517 (0.030)0.511 (0.031)0.400.670.02Right0.523 (0.031)0.526 (0.027)0.526 (0.025)0.030.98\< 0.01RDLeft0.00053 (0.00003)0.00053 (0.00003)0.00054 (0.00003)1.490.240.07Right0.00051 (0.00003)0.00052 (0.00003)0.00052 (0.00004)0.440.650.02Streamline countLeft77.24 (57.169)70.46 (39.677)113.53 (91.114)2.100.140.09Right91.47 (61.327)74.38 (45.154)81.87 (41.578)0.800.460.04  Cerebellar volumesWhite MatterLeft0.84 (0.09)^a^0.74 (0.11)^b^0.62 (0.17)^a,b^12.78\< 0.0010.38Right0.79 (0.08)^c,d^0.57 (0.17)^c^0.61 (0.17)^d^11.55\< 0.0010.36Grey MatterLeft3.38 (0.32)^e^3.06 (0.41)2.87 (0.57)^e^4.310.020.17Right3.43 (0.30) ^f,g^2.68 (0.61)^f^2.90 (0.44)^g^11.02\< 0.0010.34[^3][^4]

**The left UF correlates with FER in healthy controls only**. After FDR correction, FA and RD in the left UF remained significantly correlated with FER in healthy controls only (all r(13) \> 0.63, all *p \<* .05, all q \< 0.1; [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that higher FA/lower RD is associated with fewer FER errors. Notably, FER was not correlated with FA or RD of the CST. Regardless of whether patients were considered as a single group, or separated by their treatment, there were no significant correlations between FA or RD of any tract and FER, before or after FDR correction (all r(25) \< 0.3, all *p* \> .05, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}; all patients are considered together).Fig. 5Partial correlations between FER errors from the DANVA2 task, and FA/RD of the left and right IFOF, ILF, UF and CST, after controlling for age. Partial correlations for healthy controls (black) and patients (red) were conducted separately, but are plotted together to facilitate visual comparison. \*Significant correlations (p \< .05); however, only those indicated with (FDR) survived correction for multiple comparisons (q \< 0.1). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 5

#### 3.1.2.2. Exploratory analyses {#s0160}

##### 3.1.2.2.1. Voxelwise analyses {#s0165}

**Both patient groups differ from healthy controls, whereas the patient groups do not differ from each other.** Despite not differing in the tracts examined, FA and RD differed between healthy control and patient groups (both when considered together, and separated by their treatment), in many clusters of voxels throughout the entire brain (all F \> 8; all *p* \< .05). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed many voxels where, compared to the healthy control group, the surgery group had lower FA and higher RD (all *T* \> 1.85; all *p* \< .05; [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A&C, [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}), and where the radiation group had lower FA and higher RD (all *T* \> 1.74; all *p* \< .05; [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B&D, [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}). There were no voxels in either patient group where FA was higher, and RD was lower, than healthy controls. Furthermore, FA and RD did not differ in any voxels between the surgery and radiation groups (all p \> .05; [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}E [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 6Differences in FA and RD between healthy control and patient groups are shown. A-B, Clusters of voxels with significantly reduced FA (red; p \< .05) in the radiation (*A*) and surgery (*B*) groups, compared to healthy controls. C-D, Clusters of voxels with significantly higher RD (blue; p \< .05) in the radiation (*C*) and surgery (*D*) groups, compared to healthy controls. E, Comparisons where FA and RD did not differ between groups. Clusters of significant voxels are superimposed on the FMRIB FA template. Images are shown in radiological convention. Numbers represent MNI z-coordinates. Cluster details are provided in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}. L = left; R = right. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 6Table 4Clusters of voxels that differ between healthy control, surgery and radiation groups.Table 4ContrastCluster (number of voxels)Cluster Family-Wise Error Corrected pWM structures[a](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"} encompassedMean T valueFA Radiation \< control11,270\< 0.01Forceps minor, CST, forceps major, SLF, cingulum (cingulate gyrus), IFOF, ATR, ILF, UF (L), SLF (temporal part), cingulum (hippocampus)2.0230940.01ATR, IFOF, ILF, CST (L), SLF (L), UF (L), SLF (temporal part), forceps minor, cingulum (cingulate gyrus) (R)2.637840.04Forceps minor, ATR (L), IFOF (L), cingulum (cingulate gyrus) (L), UF (L), SLF (L), SLF (temporal part) (L)1.747480.02CST (R), ATR (R)3.567430.02ATR (L), CST3.91 Radiation \< surgery0------ Surgery \< control12,7220.01IFOF, ILF, SLF, forceps major and minor, CST, SLF (temporal part), cingulum (cingulate gyrus), ATR, cingulum (hippocampus), UF1.951970.02ATR, CST, IFOF, ILF, UF (L), SLF, SLF (temporal part), forceps minor, cingulum (hippocampus) (L), cingulum (cingulate gyrus) (R)224250.03ATR, CST2.1515750.04IFOF (L), forceps major, ILF (L), SLF (L), SLF (temporal part) (L), ATR, cingulum (hippocampus) (L)2.05 Control \< radiation0------ Surgery \< radiation0------ Control \< Surgery0------  RD Radiation \<control0------ Radiation \<surgery0------ Surgery \< control0------ Control \< radiation71090.02CST, forceps major, IFOF, cingulum (cingulate gyrus), SLF, forceps minor, ATR, ILF, cingulum (hippocampus), SLF (temporal part)2.1412290.02CST (L), ATR (L), CST (R)3.686990.03ATR3.53 Surgery \< radiation0------ Control \< surgery19,209\< 0.01Forceps minor, SLF, forceps major, IFOF, ILF, CST, SLF (temporal part), cingulum (cingulate gyrus), ATR, UF, cingulum (hippocampus)1.8551530.03ATR, CST, IFOF, ILF, UF, SLF, SLF (temporal part), cingulum (hippocampus) (R), forceps minor, cingulum (cingulate gyrus) (R)1.935000.03CST (R), ATR (R), IFOF (R)2.27[^5][^6][^7][^8]

**RD in many voxels correlates with FER in healthy controls only**. RD, but not FA, was significantly correlated with FER in many voxels throughout the brain, in healthy controls only (all *T* \> 1.72; all *p* \< .05; [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}). Notably, voxels located along the ILF, IFOF and UF (i.e., tracts that we hypothesized would be involved in FER) correlated with performance; however, voxels in many other regions throughout the brain also correlated with performance, the CST (i.e., our control tract) included.Fig. 7Correlations between FA/RD and the number of FER errors on the DANVA2. A, Voxels where RD was positively correlated with the number of incorrect responses on the DANVA2 in healthy controls (pink; p \< .05). B, Correlations in healthy control and patient groups where FA and RD were not correlated with the number of errors on the DANVA2. Clusters of significant voxels are superimposed on the FMRIB FA template. Images are shown in radiological convention. Numbers represent MNI z-coordinates. Cluster details are provided in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}. L = left; R = right. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 7Table 5Clusters of voxels that correlate with FER (number of incorrect responses on the DANVA2 task).Table 5ContrastCluster (number of voxels)Cluster Family-Wise Error Corrected pWM structures[a](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"} encompassedMean T valueControlsFA Positive correlation0------ Negative correlation0------RD Positive correlation50160.03CST, SLF (R), IFOF (R), SLF (temporal part) (R), forceps minor, ILF (R), cingulum (cingulate gyrus) (R), forceps major, ATR, UF (R), cingulum (hippocampus) (R)1.7243150.03Forceps minor, ATR, IFOF (L), CST (L), UF (L), SLF (L), ILF (L), SLF (temporal part), cingulum (cingulate gyrus)1.886920.04Forceps major, IFOF (R), ILF (R), SLF (R), cingulum (hippocampus), ATR (R), cingulum (cingulate gyrus) (R)1.913310.04IFOF (L), ILF (L), SLF (temporal part) (L), SLF (L), UF (L), ATR (L), forceps minor, cingulum (hippocampus) (L)2.071670.04CST (L), SLF, ATR, cingulum (cingulate gyrus) (L), SLF (temporal part) (R)2.771620.04SLF (L), SLF (temporal part) (L)3.14 Negative correlation0------  PatientsFA Positive correlation0------ Negative correlation0------RD Positive correlation0------ Negative correlation0------[^9][^10][^11][^12]

##### 3.1.2.2.2. Cerebellar volume {#s0170}

**Given that patients had their PF tumours surgically removed, patients have smaller cerebellar grey and WM volumes than healthy controls.** The groups differed in cerebellar grey and WM volumes (F(4,40) = 7.57, *p* \< .001, η^2^~p~ = 0.34; [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). In the right hemisphere, the radiation and surgery groups had smaller grey and WM volumes than the healthy control group (all p \< .05; [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). In the left hemisphere, the radiation group had smaller WM volumes than both the surgery and healthy control groups (all *p* \< .05; [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}), and smaller grey matter volume than healthy controls only (all p \< .05; [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}).

### 3.1.3. General cognitive function {#s0175}

**Both patient groups have lower IQ than healthy controls.** The effect of group on IQ was significant (F(2,50) = 6.97, *p \<* .01, η^2^~p~ = 0.22; [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}); post-hoc analyses revealed that the healthy control group had higher full scale IQ than both patient groups (all p \< .05; [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}). It is notable, however, that both patient groups performed very close to the normative mean of 100 (SD = 15). Given that 56% of our controls were siblings of brain tumour patients, this may reflect a true difference in functioning, rather than one driven by the inclusion of controls that may not necessarily represent the general population (i.e., children of clinicians and hospital research staff).Table 6Scores of measures used to evaluate general cognitive function, and social functioning scores from parent questionnaires, in healthy control, surgery and radiation groups.Table 6MeasureHealthy controlSurgeryRadiationF valuep valueη^2^~p~WASI-II2-subtest IQ115.72 (10.55)^a,b^103.35 (17.44)^a^97.83 (15.46)^b^6.97\< 0.010.22Theory of Mind Measures - Multivariate Test1.500.130.20  EEFTFeel Inside8.17 (1.47)7.41 (1.62)7.58 (1.22)2.660.080.10Look on Face13.17 (3.82)14.29 (3.98)12.37 (3.00)1.230.300.05Concealment8.00 (2.03)^a^7.29 (2.62)5.63 (2.93)^a^4.630.020.17Total Score30.22 (5.34)^b^29.00 (6.22)25.58 (4.56)^b^4.840.010.17  ToMIEarly135.31 (4.39)134.61 (8.53)134.29 (7.14)0.210.810.009Basic361.69 (27.61)361.69 (19.49)371.63 (8.99)0.660.520.03Advanced291.98 (32.11)290.52 (24.28)293.09 (23.64)0.530.600.02Social functioning measures - multivariate test0.990.420.04  CBCLSocial Problems54.17 (4.77)55.47 (6.09)58.33 (10.47)1.120.340.05  Conners-3Peer Relations52.11 (7.68)58.88 (15.82)61.27 (17.60)1.420.250.06[^13][^14]

**The radiation group has more difficultly with perspective taking in emotional contexts than healthy controls, but parent reported ToM does not highlight any group differences.** The MANOVA that included all ToM scores did not yield a significant effect of group (F(14,82) = 1.50; *p* = .13, η^2^~p~ = 0.20). However, the univariate analyses for each measure revealed that the healthy control and patient groups differed in the Concealment (F(2,46) = 4.6 *p* = .02, η^2^~p~ = 0.17; [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}) and Total Scores (F(2,46) = 4.84 *p* = .01, η^2^~p~ = 0.17; [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}) on the EEFT. Post-hoc analyses revealed group differences between the radiation group and healthy control group, whereas the surgery group did not differ significantly from the other groups; relative to the healthy control group, the radiation group performed more poorly in the Concealment and Total Score (all p \< .05). Thus, the radiation group appeared to have difficulty with this task overall, and in particular with identifying the reason an emoter may want to conceal an emotion from an observer (i.e., Concealment score). They may also have had difficulty selecting which emotion an emoter will express given a particular emotional scenario (i.e., Feel Inside score). Healthy control and patient groups did not differ in their early, basic or advanced ToM scores (all F(2,46) \< 0.67, all *p* \> .05; [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}).

3.2. Social functioning {#s0180}
-----------------------

**Our healthy control and patient groups do not differ in their parent reported social functioning.** The MANOVA that included scores from both social functioning measures did not yield a significant effect of group (F(4, 92) = 0.99; *p* = .42). Univariate analyses revealed that The groups did not differ in their parent-reported social problems (F(2,46) = 1.12, *p =* .34, η^2^~p~ = 0.05; [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}) or peer relations scores (F(2,46) = 1.42, *p =* .25, η^2^~p~ = 0.06; [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}).

3.3. Missing questionnaire data and outliers {#s2180}
--------------------------------------------

For the ToMI, CBCL and Conners-3, data was missing for 5 patients; the parent-questionnaires were not returned. For analyses of FER, visual attention, brain structure, general cognitive function and social functioning, we identified univariate outliers by visually examining boxplots of the data, and multivariate outliers using Mahalanobis distance. Half of all analyses (one of the two univariate analysis, and six of the twelve multivariate analyses) contained 1--2 outliers; deletion of these 1--2 cases in each analysis did not change the significance tests. Given that no differences were detected when the analyses were conducted with and without outliers, we report the analyses with all cases included.

3.4. Model testing -- PLS path modeling {#s0185}
---------------------------------------

### 3.4.1. Primary analyses {#s0190}

In our primary model, we tested the accuracy of a measurement model with the following latent constructs (indicators that were included initially are listed in parentheses): participant (age at testing, parental education, sex), medical variables (NPS score, complications score, time since diagnosis), MRI (FA and RD of the IFOF, ILF, UF in each hemisphere; RD values were multiplied by −1 to prevent negative loadings), IQ (WASI-II score), ToM (early, basic and advanced scores from ToMI; feel inside, concealment and total scores on the EEFT), eye-tracking (fixation count and total dwell time), facial emotion errors (number of incorrect responses on the DANVA2) ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A). In our control model, all latent constructs remained unchanged, except that we replaced the MRI indicators with FA and RD of the CST (i.e., our control tract) in each hemisphere. All indicators for both models loaded at \>0.7 on their latent constructs, except for parental education, sex, early ToMI score, basic ToMI score, the EEFT concealment score, and FA of the UF in both hemispheres. These indicators were removed from the model as a result. Thus, the participant latent construct reflects age at testing only, and is herein referred to as age. With all remaining indicators, the latent constructs were all homogenous and unidimensional; Dillon-Goldstein\'s rho for all latent constructs were \> 0.78. In addition, each indicator had a higher cross-loading with the construct it was intended to measure, than with the other latent constructs.

***Model 1*** ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B): medical variables predicted facial emotion errors \[β = 0.47 (CI~95~: 0.08, 0.88), *t* = 2.4, *p* = .02)\] and IQ \[β = −0.46 (CI~95~: −0.69, −0.21), *t* = −3.49, *p* \< .01)\]. We also observed that age predicted WM of the ILF, IFOF and UF \[β = 0.40 (CI~95~: 0.17, 0.67), *t* = 2.54, p = .02)\] and ToM \[β = 0.54 (CI~95~: 0.24, 0.79), *t* = 4.08, *p* \< .001)\] and WM of the ILF, IFOF and UF predicted IQ \[β = 0.29 (CI~95~: 0.08, 0.52), *t* = 2.2, *p* = .03)\]. No other paths reached statistical significance. The coefficients of determination (R^2^) for each latent construct were: WM of the ILF, IFOF and UF = 0.15 (CI~95~: 0.05, 0.42), IQ = 0.33 (CI~95~: 0.14, 0.57), eye-tracking = 0.19 (CI~95~: 0.09, 0.53), ToM = 0.56 (CI~95~: 0.38, 0.79) and facial emotion errors = 0.33 (CI~95~: 0.20, 0.64). Model 1 had a GoF of 0.47.

***Model 2*** ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}C): medical variables predicted facial emotion errors \[β = 0.53 (CI~95~: 0.13, 0.89), *t* = 2.85, p \< .01)\] and IQ \[β = −0.48 (CI~95~: −0.68, −0.25), *t* = −3.58, p \< .001)\]. We also observed that age predicted ToM \[β = 0.60 (CI~95~: 0.29, 0.84), *t* = 4.67, *p* \< .0001)\], WM of the CST predicted facial emotion errors \[β = −0.35 (CI~95~: −0.60, −0.03), *t* = −2.51, *p* = .02)\], and IQ predicted ToM \[β = −0.35 (CI~95~: 0.04, 0.61), *t* = 2.46, p = .02)\]. No other paths reached statistical significance. The coefficients of determination (R^2^) for each latent construct were: WM of the CST = 0.05 (CI~95~: 0.01, 0.26), IQ = 0.31 (CI~95~: 0.13, 0.55), eye-tracking = 0.22 (CI~95~: 0.10, 0.47), ToM = 0.55 (CI~95~: 0.37, 0.77) and facial emotion errors = 0.42 (CI~95~: 0.26, 0.66). Model 2 had a GoF of 0.48.

### 3.4.2. Secondary analyses {#s0195}

In our secondary models, all latent constructs remained unchanged from the original PLS model detailed above, except for the MRI indicators, as follows: model 3 = FA and RD from voxels that differed significantly between the healthy control and patient groups in the TBSS analysis; model 4 = cerebellar grey and WM volumes in each hemisphere.

***Model 3*** ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}D): medical variables predicted FA/RD from voxels that differed between patients and healthy controls \[β = −0.53 (CI~95~: −0.78, −0.28), *t* = −3.75, *p* \< .001)\]. We also observed that age predicted ToM \[β = 0.52 (CI~95~: 0.25, 0.73), *t* = 4.29, p \< .001)\] and FA/RD from voxels that differed between patients and healthy controls \[β = 0.27 (CI~95~: 0.10, 0.47), *t* = 1.95, *p* = .06), became significant after bootstrapping\]. IQ predicted ToM \[β = 0.30 (CI~95~: 0.04, 0.51), *t* = 2.32, p = .03)\], and FA/RD from voxels that differed between patients and healthy controls predicted IQ \[β = 0.29 (CI~95~: 0.03, 0.53), *t* = 1.85, *p* = .07), became significant after bootstrapping\]. No other paths reached statistical significance. The coefficients of determination (R^2^) for each latent construct were: FA/RD from TBSS = 0.28 (CI~95~: 0.09, 0.60), IQ = 0.25 (CI~95~: 0.07, 0.51), eye-tracking = 0.20 (CI~95~: 0.08, 0.51), ToM = 0.58 (CI~95~: 0.44, 0.80) and facial emotion errors = 0.30 (CI~95~: 0.22, 0.59). Model 4 had a GoF of 0.50.

***Model 4*** ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}E): medical variables predicted facial emotion errors \[β = 0.57 (CI~95~: 0.06, 1.06), *t* = 2.18, *p* = .04)\], IQ \[β = −0.49 (CI~95~: −0.79, −0.14), *t* = −2.68, *p* = .01)\], and cerebellar volume \[β = −0.73 (CI~95~: −0.88, −0.54), *t* = −5.86, p \< .0001)\]. We also observed that age predicted ToM \[β = 0.53 (CI~95~: 0.23, 0.78), *t* = 3.91, p \< .001)\], and that IQ predicted ToM \[β = 0.36 (CI~95~: 0.04, 0.58), *t* = 2.50, p = .02)\]. No other paths reached statistical significance. The coefficients of determination (R^2^) for each latent construct were: cerebellar volume = 0.47 (CI~95~: 0.32, 0.69), IQ = 0.25 (CI~95~: 0.12, 0.48), eye-tracking = 0.22 (CI~95~: 0.09, 0.54), ToM = 0.54 (CI~95~: 0.39, 0.76) and facial emotion errors = 0.30 (CI~95~: 0.22, 0.64) Model 3 had a GoF of 0.49.

In all abovementioned PLS models, the average variance extracted (AVE), a measure of the variance that is captured by the latent construct in relation to the variance that results from measurement error, was above the recommended cutoff of 0.5 ([@bb0290]). Across all four models tested, medical variables associated with treatment for PF tumours predicted worse FER, and an older age at testing predicted better ToM capabilities. In three models, medical variables predicted lower IQ, and a lower IQ predicted poorer ToM capabilities. Medical variables predicted lower FA/higher RD values in voxels that differed between patient and healthy control groups, and smaller cerebellar volumes, but neither of these structural metrics predicted FER.

### 3.4.3. Within-group models -- rationale {#s0200}

In light of the correlations we observed between multiple WM measures and FER errors in healthy controls only, we tested a series of PLS path models in both healthy controls and patients to evaluate if increasing age predicts better FER abilities through the ILF/IFOF/UF, and not the CST, in healthy controls only.

We tested the following two models in healthy controls (*n* = 16) and patients (*n* = 26) separately. In our *first model*, we tested the accuracy of a measurement model with the following latent constructs (indicators listed in parentheses): age at testing, MRI (FA and RD of the IFOF, ILF, UF in each hemisphere), facial emotion errors (number of incorrect responses on the DANVA2). In our *second model*, the MRI indicators were changed to FA and RD of the CST in each hemisphere. Indicators for all models loaded at \>0.7 on their latent constructs, except for FA of the UF in both hemispheres, and these were removed from the model as a result. With all remaining indicators, the latent constructs were homogenous and unidimensional (Dillon-Goldstein\'s rho for all latent constructs were \> 0.9), and each indicator had a higher cross-loading with the construct it was intended to measure, than with the other latent constructs.

***Healthy controls - Model 1***: age predicted facial emotion errors \[β = −0.40 (CI~95~: −0.74, −0.04), *t* = −1.88, *p* = .08 -- became significant after bootstrapping)\], and WM of the ILF, IFOF and UF also predicted facial emotion errors \[β = −0.48 (CI~95~: −0.85, −0.12), *t* = −2.37, *p* = .03)\]. No other paths reached statistical significance. The coefficients of determination (R^2^) for each latent construct were: WM of the ILF, IFOF and UF = 0.20 (CI~95~: 0.03, 0.60), FER = 0.57 (CI~95~: 0.36, 0.85). Model 1 GoF was 0.536.

***Healthy controls - Model 2**:* age predicted facial emotion errors \[β = −0.54 (CI~95~: −0.83, −0.21), *t* = −2.64, *p* = .02)\]. No other paths reached statistical significance. The coefficients of determination (R^2^) for each latent construct were: WM of the CST = 0.06 (CI~95~: 0.004, 0.50), FER = 0.48 (CI~95~: 0.12, 0.83). Model 2 GoF was 0.501.

***Patients -- Models 1 & 2**:* No paths reached statistical significance, and the GoF\'s were 0.217 and 0.191 respectively, suggesting the data did not fit either model.

Together these models demonstrate that increasing age and higher FA/lower RD of the ILF, IFOF and UF, predict better FER in healthy controls only.

4. Discussion {#s0205}
=============

Our study is the first to combine eye-tracking, neuroimaging and cognitive testing in typically developing children and in children treated for PF tumours, to directly investigate three factors that may contribute to FER: visual attention, brain structure and general cognitive function. We demonstrate that WM, and potentially the ILF, IFOF and UF, are associated with FER in typically developing children only. This association was not present in children treated for PF tumours; it may either be altered, or overshadowed by factors associated with their medical condition and treatment. We also demonstrate that although subtle differences in visual attention and general cognitive functioning emerged, these factors were not associated with FER. In light of these findings, we focus our discussion primarily on the relations between WM and FER, and how it manifests differently in patients treated for PF tumours and typically developing children.

Three lines of evidence in our study converged on the finding that WM is associated with FER in typically developing but not children in treated for PF tumours. Although the associations between WM pathways and FER have been investigated in adults (reviewed in [@bb0360]), analogous studies are lacking in children. First, we observed that FER correlated with higher FA and lower RD along the left UF, in typically developing children only. Similarly, in typically developing children only, RD in thousands of voxels throughout the brain, anatomically located within but not limited to the ILF, IFOF, UF, and the CST (our control tract), correlated with FER. Lower RD in these voxels predicted fewer errors. Lastly, our PLS path models designed to test the associations between age and FER directly, as well as through their effect on WM (our latent construct measuring FA and RD along the ILF and IFOF bilaterally, and of RD along the UF bilaterally), conducted in typically developing children and children treated for PF tumours separately, revealed that WM predicted FER in typically developing children only. Interestingly, evidence suggests that RD is altered by demyelination and remyelination ([@bb0320], [@bb0325], [@bb0330]) and RD correlated with FER more consistently than FA. Myelin synthesis is actively occurring during childhood ([@bb0220]; [@bb0125]; [@bb0110]); a developmental process that may contribute to the increasing speed and accuracy with which typically developing children recognize emotions as they age ([@bb0205]; [@bb0105]).

We confirm that children treated for PF tumours in our sample have difficultly recognizing facial emotions ([@bb0055]) despite attending to the photographs; however, WM indices of the ILF, IFOF and UF did not predict FER despite being structurally intact. Our main hypothesis was therefore not supported. That no structural damage was detected, yet the relationship differed from that of typically developing children, suggests structural preservation of these tracts is not sufficient to support their successful FER. It also suggests there is something unique about the patient brain that is preventing an observable relationship with FER. It is possible that factors related to their medical condition and treatment overshadowed the association between WM and FER. Indeed, medical variables (capturing treatment type and intensity, post-surgical complications, and time since diagnosis) directly predicted FER difficulties, independent of the measures used to assess visual attention, brain structure, and general cognitive function. It appears that aspects of their medical experience, not disentangled in the present study, are contributing more strongly to their FER deficit than WM. This divergence of FER predictors highlights the variable associations between brain structure and behavioural outcomes, and cautions against assuming that normal appearing brain structure will play the same functional role in typically developing and clinical populations.

Knowledge that the same brain structure can have different functions has been highlighted as a fundamental problem about making reverse inferences from functional neuroimaging data in cognitive neuroscience ([@bb0280]). A recent study conducted in children with autism demonstrated that networks underlying intelligence differ from typically developing children ([@bb0285]). Another study, conducted in children born very preterm, identified an absence of an association between DTI metrics and neurodevelopmental outcome that was present in term born children, but found their WM to be less connected ([@bb0375]). It is possible that FER relies more heavily on brain networks rather than individual tracts, and that network analyses may have been more sensitive to brain differences that are driving our clinical sample\'s FER deficit.

Across all participants, we found that age predicted ToM directly. Our primary PLS path model also suggests that the age-dependent improvement of ToM may be partially related to maturation of the ILF, IFOF and UF, through their effect on IQ. Meaning, WM structure (i.e., a higher FA/lower RD) increases with age, which is associated with a higher IQ, and a higher IQ predicts better ToM performance. Fittingly, a recent study documented that WM maturation in early childhood is associated with ToM development ([@bb0370]). Given that children treated for PF tumours did not differ from typically developing children in ToM, that their IQ was within normal limits, and that they attended to the photographs, it is not surprising that our measures of general cognitive function and visual attention were not associated with their FER abilities. However, our study highlights that some of the deficits currently experienced by children treated for PF tumours are subtle (i.e., impairments in FER, despite general cognitive function within normal limits), and that they could be overlooked if not assessed directly. Moreover, it is important to consider that the age range captured in the present study is broad, and that there may be some differences or non-linear alterations related to biological maturation that can influence FER abilities; for instance, there is evidence of a decrement in face processing and voice recognition abilities at the time of sexual maturation ([@bb0335]).

It is well documented that children treated for brain tumours, in particular those who received more intensive treatment, experience social difficulties ([@bb0300]; [@bb0055]; [@bb0060]). Our groups did not differ on parent-reported measures of social functioning; this either suggests the FER deficits experienced by patients are not currently causing social problems in our sample, or the proxy measures we used to assess social functioning lacked the sensitivity to detect their problems. If patients are indeed not currently experiencing social problems, their FER deficit could still have negative implications in the future, in particular as patients enter adulthood, when social dynamics and expectations evolve from that of childhood.

Some limitations to the current study should be noted, and some future directions proposed. First, only a subset of our sample was included in the PLS-path modeling as this technique requires complete data for all included measures. Thus, patients who did not undergo MRI, and patients who did not return questionnaires, were excluded. Second, the abbreviated version of the Wechsler intelligence scale may lack the sensitivity to capture the full range of deficits experienced by patients. For instance, processing speed, a domain particularly affected by treatment with radiation ([@bb0235]; [@bb0295]), is not evaluated as a part of the WASI-II. Thus, the IQ scores for patients in our radiation group in particular, may represent overestimates. Third, the parent-reported measures of social functioning used in the present study may have lacked the sensitivity to capture the full range of social problems experienced by patients, and these measures do not primarily function as measures of social functioning. Notably, the CBCL was designed for use in typically developing children, and its use in chronically ill populations has been criticized ([@bb0275]). However, these measures of social functioning have been frequently and successfully used in the pediatric brain tumour population, and using them in this study was deemed useful for comparison with the existing literature. And lastly, although the present study investigated factors we expected to contribute to FER, it is likely that we did not capture all the relevant factors. Future studies may consider examining WM pathways thought to be involved in emotional and/or visual processing, such as WM pathways that connect the cerebellum to the limbic system ([@bb0050]) and the optic radiations, respectively. It may also be worthwhile to evaluate differences in the speed of neural processing between typically developing children and children treated for a PF tumour during task performance, as children treated with radiation have been shown to exhibit delayed visual latencies in a visual-motor reaction time task ([@bb0135]). Moreover, given that PF tumour patients appear to be attending to the faces, it may be worthwhile to assess more nuanced indices of visual attention relevant to emotion recognition, such as evaluating which facial features were attended to during the task. Lastly, larger sample sizes and more homogenous treatment groups will likely be required to disentangle how medical variables are contributing to their emotion recognition deficit.

5. Conclusion {#s0210}
=============

In the present study, we found a divergence of FER predictors, with WM predicting FER in typically developing children, and medical variables predicting the deficit experienced by children treated for PF tumours. We found no associations between visual attention, or general cognitive function, and FER. To mitigate the negative impact of FER deficits in children and adolescents, it is important to understand which factors contribute to their deficit, and how; it is clear that further studies are required to disentangle the role of factors we evaluated, and to examine if factors not captured in the present study also contribute. Importantly, our study provides some insight into predictors that may be specific to children treated for PF tumours, and captured a divergence of associations between typically developing and clinical populations; a concept that may be broadly applicable to other neurodevelopmental and clinical populations that experience FER deficits.
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[^1]: Tumor size was unavailable for 6 patients (3 surgery, 3 radiation).

[^2]: Patients were classified as having mutism if they had diminished speech output, linguistic difficulties or dysarthria following surgery. Mutism is a transient dysfunction and had resolved in all participants by the time of baseline assessment.

[^3]: Matching letters in different rows indicate a significant difference (p \< .05) between groups as follows. Mean: ^a^ p \< .001; ^b^ p *=* .02; ^c^ p *\<* .001; ^d^ p *\<* .01; ^e^ p *=* .02; ^f^ p *\<* .001; ^g^*p \<* .01.

[^4]: Abbreviations: IFOF = inferior frontal occipital fasciculus; ILF = inferior longitudinal fasciculus; UF = uncinate fasciculus; CST = corticospinal tract; FA = fractional anisotropy; RD = radial diffusivity.

[^5]: All structures are listed in order from greatest to least probability of being a member of the labelled regions within the atlas.

[^6]: Abbreviations: ATR = anterior thalamic radiation; CST = corticospinal tract; IFOF = inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus; ILF = inferior longitudinal fasciculus; SLF = superior longitudinal fasciculus; UF = uncinate fasciculus.

[^7]: Significant clusters (p \< .05) containing \<100 voxels were excluded.

[^8]: WM structures: defined by the JHU White-Matter Tractography Atlas. Unless otherwise specified, structures listed refer to bilateral counterparts.

[^9]: All structures are listed in order from greatest to least probability of being a member of the labelled regions within the atlas.

[^10]: Abbreviations: ATR = anterior thalamic radiation; CST = corticospinal tract; IFOF = inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus; ILF = inferior longitudinal fasciculus; SLF = superior longitudinal fasciculus; UF = uncinate fasciculus.

[^11]: Significant clusters (p \< .05) containing \<100 voxels were excluded.

[^12]: WM structures: defined by the JHU White-Matter Tractography Atlas. Unless otherwise specified, structures listed refer to bilateral counterparts.

[^13]: Values provided are means (standard deviation). Matching letters in different rows indicate a significant difference (*p* \< .05) between groups as follows: ^a^*p* = .05; ^b^*p* \< .01; ^c^*p* = .01; ^d^*p* = .01.

[^14]: Abbreviations: EEFT = Emotional and Emotive Faces task; ToMI = Theory of Mind Inventory; WASI-II = Weschler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence; CBCL = Child Behavior Checklist.
